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YokedShiba - Community Driven
YokedShiba is a dog-themed community token designed to bring the famous
Swole Doge meme to the Binance Smart Chain. Our goal is to be a 100%
community-driven project. In addition, our roadmap includes various milestones,
such as reaching a certain number of followers on our Telegram and Twitter and of course more
ambitious milestones. However, before we reach this point, we still have a long and difficult
road ahead of us.
Without you, the community, we don't even have a chance to get there. So we hope you follow
us along the path to success, fellow YokedShibas!

The Yokenomics
Initial Yokenomics
Since one of the core aspects of the project is to be community-driven, instead of
an unfair pre-sale, 98% of the total supply is invested in initial liquidity, and only
2% is kept in the development wallet. Since these initial tokens were funded by personal
funds, there was initially only a liquidity pool worth 2 BNB. In order to prevent anyone from
acquiring all the tokens at once, the upper limit of each transaction of the contract is .05% of
the supply for the first 10 minutes of trading (500), after this the limit will be increased to
1% (10 000) to allow for faster growth.
Another problem is that the pool will eventually run out of liquidity, so automatic liquidity fees
are built into the contract.
Lastly, but more importantly, as a true community-driven token, we’ve decided to redistribute
7% (!) of each transaction to YokedShiba holders to reward and thank them for accompanying
us on this journey.
Summarized, the following fees are applied to each transaction:
7% Redistribution
4% Automatic LP Generation
5% Marketing

Future Yokenomics
However, all these fees and transaction limits can be changed after the initial
launch in order to accommodate the wishes of our token holders
At the beginning of our long adventure, we mainly need liquidity. The 4%
Automatic LP Generation will help us stabilize the token price and actually ensure an everrising price floor due to the taxes on both buys and sells. The marketing fee is also only meant to
be there at the start, to get YokedShiba out into the world. Once the project proceeds, it’s very
likely that only the burn fee will be left.
In the long run, we would like to change the fee structure to:
7% Redistribution
0 to 2% Automatic LP Generation
1 to 2% Burn
This would make YokedShiba both deflationary and usable with only a 10% fee total which only
benefits the YokedShiba community.
Because of all these plans mentioned above we won’t be renouncing ownership of the contract
as that would lock us out of changing the fee structure in the future. However, once we have
evolved to a definitive fee structure, ownership of the contract by the team is no longer needed
and, should the community request so, the contract can be renounced.

The Roadmap
As a true community token, it is up to the community to decide which direction
YokedShiba will take. The following suggestions have been made already by some
of our dedicated members:
•
•
•

A dashboard-website including widgets which would display the contents of your
BSC/KCC/… wallet
A tipping bot in true Doge meme fashion
Sponsoring a racing team like Doge did with NASCAR

The main idea is to decide the goals and roadmap of the token in true DAO fashion.
Autonomous, decentralized and as instructed by the YokedShiba community.
In order to grow the YokedShiba, short term goals have already been defined by the YokedShiba
team:
Organically grow the Telegram community to 5.000 members
Reach 10.000 YokedShiba holders
Ensure the community actively engages and participates on the YokedShiba socials
(Twitter, Telegram)
Encourage community members to build project etc in the name of YokedShiba with the
help of the community
Apply to (multiple) dexes in order to get our own farms/pools on BSC
Do something fun and cool with the project, e.g. sponsoring a sports/racing team or a
charity
Become the number 1 dog meme token on the BSC
Obligatory: listing on CoinGecko and CoinMarketCap

The Team
The is composed of… YOU! Every holder of YokedShiba is part of the team and part
of the community. In the end, our only goal is to create a community that will grow
to become the biggest community driven token on the BSC Chain will having fun
and giving everyone an equal chance to participate in our project.
This is also the reason why this token starts as a fair launch, we want to level the playing field
for everyone willing to join us in our adventure to the top.
YokedShiba was founded by a tight-knit Discord community looking to finally create a fair
community token on the BSC Chain.

Links
•
•
•
•

Contract: TBD
Twitter: https://twitter.com/YokedShiba
Telegram: https://t.me/YokedShiba
Website: https://yokedshiba.finance

